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The UN Human Rights System Must Stop Ignoring
Antisemitism
United Nations Watch urges the High Commissioner for Human Rights, as well as the
Human Rights Council and its special procedures mandated to address discrimination, to
address the comprehensive study that we recently published, The United Nations and
Antisemitism: 2008-2017 Report Card.1 This 40-page report reviewed the responses to
antisemitism over the past decade by numerous UN agencies, experts and senior officials.
Although the United Nations has a unique global role to play in combating hatred,
incitement and violence against Jews, our research showed that key UN officials, agencies
and experts have routinely ignored rising antisemitism.
These findings are reinforced by the July 2018 statement of Dr. Ahmed Shaheed, the
Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, criticizing the “scandalous lack of
attention” paid by the UN human rights system to antisemitism.
United Nations Watch is extremely concerned by the failure of the Human Rights Council
and UN human rights officials to address the problem of growing antisemitism worldwide.

Worldwide Rise in Antisemitism
On the morning of October 27, 2018—the Jewish Sabbath—a gunman armed with an
assault rifle and at least three handguns marched into the Tree of Life Synagogue in
Pittsburgh and began indiscriminately shooting, killing 11 congregants. The massacre,
which has been described as “among the deadliest against the Jewish community in the
United Sates,”2 shocked the Jewish community and the world.
World leaders, including German Chancellor Angela Merkel, British Prime Minister
Theresa May, French President Emmanuel Macron, and UN Secretary-General António
Guterres condemned the attack.3 Regrettably, absent from these voices of condemnation
was that of UN High Commissioner Michelle Bachelet, and the special procedures of the
Human Rights Council.4
The Pittsburgh shooting did not occur in a vacuum. Antisemitism around the world has
been on the rise for several years. The FBI’s annual hate crime statistics for 2017 showed
an increase in antisemitic attacks for the third straight year, with a 37% spike between 2016
and 2017.5 Antisemitism was behind a staggering 58.1% of all hate crimes in the United
States of America targeting a religious group. 6
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Likewise, European Jewish communities have been experiencing an alarming rise in
antisemitism. In December 2018, The EU’s Fundamental Rights Agency published the
results of its second survey on perceptions of antisemitism among European Jews. The
survey found that approximately 90% of European Jews feel that antisemitism is
worsening, and more than one third avoid taking part in Jewish events and visiting Jewish
sites due to safety concerns.7
In France, in the first nine months of 2018 alone, there was a 69% rise in antisemitic acts.
Although Jews comprise less than 1% of the French population, they are the targets of
nearly 40% of the racist violence in France. 8 Two recent murders of elderly Jewish women
in social housing projects near Paris are being treated as antisemitic hate crimes—that of
Sarah Halimi, whose body was thrown from her third floor balcony in April 2017, and that
of Holocaust survivor Mireille Knoll, who was stabbed to death and left in her burning
apartment in March 2018.9
In Germany, police reported a 10.7% increase in antisemitic attacks in the first six months
of 2018, compared to the same period in 2017.10 These attacks include the bullying of a
Jewish high school student who then transferred to a Jewish school, 11 and the assault by a
Syrian refugee of two men wearing kippas in Berlin. 12 One recently published study shows
that antisemitic content on the internet in Germany has increased by more than 20% over
the last decade and that antisemitism permeates mainstream German society. 13
In the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Community Security
Trust recorded 727 antisemitic incidents in the first six months of 2018, the second highest
number ever recorded since it began recording such incidents in 1984. 14 The highest number
ever recorded was in the first half of 2017, with 786 incidents. Antisemitism has also
permeated British politics in recent years. The 2015 election of Jeremy Corbyn to head the
Labour party has alienated Jews from the party. Last year, Corbyn hosted an event in which
the Israeli government was likened to Nazis, and in the past he has attended events
honoring terrorists.15 In September 2018, the UK Jewish Chronicle published a poll
showing that nearly 40% of British Jews would seriously consider emigrating should
Corbyn be elected Prime Minister.16
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Likewise, Switzerland, home to the Human Rights Council, has witnessed its share of
antisemitic incidents. In December 2018, vandals smashed the window of a Jewish
synagogue in Basel;17 in October 2018, the Kosher butcher shop in Basel was vandalized
four times;18 and in July 2018, three Orthodox Jews in Zurich were assaulted by a man with
a knife.19 These are just a few examples.

Failure of the UN Human Rights System to Address Antisemitism
Antisemitism is a human rights issue. Attacking Jews who display visibly Jewish symbols,
such as a kippa or Star of David, or who attend services and events at Jewish institutions,
violates Article 18 of the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).
Furthermore, Articles 4 and 5 of the Convention on Elimination of Racial Discrimination
(CERD) obligate States to eradicate racial discrimination, including incitement thereto, to
protect persons from being physically attacked due to their race, and to guarantee religious
freedom.
Pursuant to its founding document, Resolution 60/251, the Human Rights Council is meant
to promote “universal respect for the protection of all human rights…” and to “address
situations of violations of human rights…and make recommendations thereon.” However,
the disturbing rise in antisemitism around the world and horrific—sometimes deadly—
attacks on Jews have never been addressed by the Human Rights Council in its regular
sessions or resolutions.
Moreover, the High Commissioner of Human Rights, a powerful and well-respected UN
official with a broad mandate “to promote and protect all human rights,” has routinely
ignored horrific antisemitic attacks. While we acknowledge that Michelle Bachelet is still
new to the position, we are troubled by her failure to condemn the October 27 th massacre of
11 Jews at prayer at the Tree of Life synagogue in Pittsburgh.
The safety of Jews worldwide—a minority in every country in which they live except
Israel—should be a matter of utmost concern to the global human rights community.
Antisemitic attacks should be strongly condemned by every relevant human rights official,
and should be the subject of interactive dialogues and meetings of the Human Rights
Council. The fact that it is being ignored by the UN human rights system is outrageous, and
must be rectified.
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